Span 572: Spanish Phonetics & Phonology
Modern Languages
Introduction to the production of Spanish sounds, using linguistic analysis and articulatory practice to improve pronunciation skills.
3 Credits
Prerequisites
- Span 330: Introduction to Spanish Linguistics
- Pre-Requisite: 9 hours of SPAN courses at the 300-level or above
- Prerequisite: Junior standing (60 hr).
Cross-listed Courses
- Lin 536: Spanish Phonetics and Phonology
Instruction Type(s)
- Lecture: Lecture for Span 572
Subject Areas
- Spanish Language and Literature
Related Areas
- French Language and Literature
- Hispanic and Latin American Languages, Literatures, and Linguistics, General
- Italian Language and Literature
- Portuguese Language and Literature
- Romance Languages, Literatures, and Linguistics, General
- Romance Languages, Literatures, and Linguistics, Other